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Abstract
Expert opinion and judgement enter into the practice of statistical inference and decision-making in numerous ways. Indeed, there is essentially
no aspect of scienti…c investigation in which judgement is not required.
Judgement is necessarily subjective, but should be made as carefully, as
objectively, and as scienti…cally as possible.
Elicitation of expert knowledge concerning an uncertain quantity expresses that knowledge in the form of a (subjective) probability distribution for the quantity. Such distributions play an important role in statistical inference (for example as prior distributions in a Bayesian analysis)
and in evidence-based decision-making (for example as expressions of uncertainty regarding inputs to a decision model). This article sets out a
number of practices through which elicitation can be made as rigorous
and scienti…c as possible.
One such practice is to follow a recognised protocol that is designed
to address and minimise the cognitive biases that experts are prone to
when making probabilistic judgements. We review the leading protocols
in the …eld, and contrast their di¤erent approaches to dealing with these
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biases through the medium of a detailed case study employing the SHELF
protocol.
The article ends with discussion of how to elicit a joint probability
distribution for multiple uncertain quantities, which is a challenge for all
the leading protocols.
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Introduction

This article arises from a presentation I made to the October 2017 Symposium
on Statistical Inference, organized and sponsored by the American Statistical
Association, in a session devoted to the role of expert opinion and judgement
in statistical inference and decision-making. From the presentations and discussions in that session, a position paper by the convenor and speakers in the
session presents their view that
We must accept that there is subjectivity in every stage of scienti…c inquiry, but objectivity is nevertheless the fundamental goal.
Therefore, we should base judgements on evidence and careful reasoning, and seek wherever possible to eliminate potential sources of
bias. (Brownstein et al, 2018)
One way in which expert opinion and judgement enters into statistical inference and decision-making is through expert knowledge elicitation. Elicitation in
this context is the process of expressing expert knowledge in the form of probability distributions for uncertain quantities. It is increasingly used to quantify
uncertainty about parameters in models that are employed across the whole
spectrum of human endeavour. In the context of the Symposium on Statistical Inference, we can think of the elicited probability distributions as forming
prior distributions for Bayesian statistical inference, or as directly informing
decision-making under uncertainty.
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The literature on elicitation is extensive. with important contributions made
in …elds as diverse as statistics, psychology, management science, economics and
environmental science. A review of this literature can be found in O’Hagan et
al (2006), while Kurowicka and Cooke (2006), O’Hagan (2012), European Food
Safety Authority (2014) and Hanea et al (2018) provide entry points to some
more recent developments. Even works that seek only to elicit estimates of
uncertain quantities, rather than to characterise uncertainty in the form of a
probability distribution, for instance Burgman (2015), may o¤er much good
advice about eliciting judgements from experts.
Eliciting expert knowledge carefully, and as scienti…cally as possible, is not
simply a matter of sitting down with one or more experts and asking them to
tell us what they think. In particular, psychologists have identi…ed numerous
ways in which naive questioning can engender cognitive biases in the experts’
judgements. To capture expert knowledge as objectively as possible in the form
of a probability distribution, the elicitation needs to be structured so as to
avoid, or at least to minimise, such biases. Research in the …eld has led to the
development of carefully designed elicitation protocols, which set out procedures
for the elicitation to follow.
This article begins by addressing these issues of cognitive biases and elicitation protocols. Section 2 introduces the psychological literature on heuristics
and biases, highlighting those that are of particular relevance in eliciting probability distributions. In Section 3, issues around the use of multiple experts are
considered, including further psychological hazards in elicitation from groups of
experts. The leading protocols are introduced in Section 4. Section 5 presents a
detailed case study, where judgements about the future incidence of long-term
medical conditions among elderly people in the UK were elicited from a group of
experts using the SHELF protocol. Each step in the protocol is discussed with
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particular emphasis on how it is designed to address and minimise the biases
identi…ed in Sections 2 and 3. At each step, di¤erences between SHELF and
the other leading protocols are also discussed. Section 6 considers elicitation
of knowledge about two or more uncertain quantities, which is a challenge in
elicitation that applies to all protocols. Finally, Section 7 reviews the principal
ideas in this article.
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Biases in elicitation

Theories of subjective probability, in which probability is characterised as a
personal degree of belief, date back at least to Ramsey (1926), with important contributions by de Finetti (1937, 1970) and Savage (1954). The idea of
formally representing uncertainty using subjective probability judgements to
inform decision-making began to be taken seriously in the 1960s and 1970s.
However, at about the same time psychologists were identifying problems in the
ways that people make judgements. The ground-breaking research of Tversky
and Kahneman (1974) set in motion the heuristics and biases research programme, the underlying principle of which is that people’s judgements are often
made on the basis of heuristics, which are quick, short-cut reasoning processes.
These heuristics have served us and our ancestors well in countless everyday
situations where we do not have time or need for prolonged thought, but the
instinctive application of heuristics can lead to systematic errors of judgement
(biases) in more complex, less everyday tasks. The conclusion is that for serious decision-making we need to consciously slow down, taking time to think.
Kahneman (2011) expounds in detail this theory of fast and slow thinking.
Of the large number of heuristics that have been identi…ed in the psychology
literature, a few are of particular relevance to the judgement of probabilities,
and hence to elicitation.
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2.1

Anchoring

One of the original heuristics of Tversky and Kahneman (1974) was ‘anchoring
and adjustment’: when asked to make a numerical judgement, people start with
a readily available value and adjust from that point to assign a judgement. The
initial value is called the anchor, because typically the adjustment is insu¢ cient
and so the resulting judgement is biased towards the anchor. The canonical
case is when two successive judgements are made of related quantities; the …rst
judgement acts as an anchor for the second. An example of this in the case of
probability judgements is discussed in Section 2.4.
To illustrate a di¤erent form of anchoring in probability judgement, I have
conducted an experiment on a sample of participants on courses I have given
over the past four years. This is admittedly not a proper random sample from a
well de…ned population of subjects, but randomisation was applied within each
course.
The participants were asked to make judgements about the number of Muslims in England and Wales according to the UK census of 2011. They were
given the following information.
In the 2011 United Kingdom Census, people were asked to specify
their religion. Of the 52.0 million people in England and Wales who
gave an answer (excluding 4 million non-respondents), 33.2 million
stated that they were Christian (which includes Catholic and various
Protestant denominations). Other possible answers (18.8 million
people in total) were Buddhist, Hindu, Jewish, Muslim, Sikh, “Other
religion”, “No religion”. In this exercise, you are asked to assess
probabilities concerning the number, M , of Muslims amongst those
18.8 million.
They were asked to provide two probabilities, that M was more than 8 mil5

lion and that it was more than 2 million. There were two versions of the exercise:
in one version they were asked for P (M > 8) …rst, and in the other version the
…rst judgement was P (M > 2). They did not see the second question until they
had answered the …rst (and could not go back and revise their …rst answer). In
each course, the allocation of versions to participants was randomised. I gave ten
courses over four years, to participants from widely varying backgrounds. For
instance, in some cases they were predominantly British, in two cases they were
all from Nordic countries, and in two more mostly Italian. I have data from
approximately 90 participants on each version of the exercise. Their average
probabilities are given in Table 1.

2 million …rst

8 million …rst

P (M > 2 million)

0.696

0.804

P (M > 8 million)

0.303

0.403

Table 1. Average probability judgements in the Muslims exercise
The e¤ect of anchoring is seen clearly here. Participants who received the
P (M > 8) question …rst on average give higher probability judgements on both
questions. Putting the number 8 million in their heads serves as an anchor,
suggesting higher values for M than if the anchor is 2 million. Since the data
are not from a proper random sample, any formal statistical analysis can only
be indicative, but the di¤erences are quite clear. In fact the same feature, of
higher average probabilities on both questions for participants who received the
version with P (M > 8) …rst, was observed separately in every one of the ten
courses, with the sole exception of just one inversion in one course.
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2.2

Availability

According to the availability heuristic, also originally identi…ed in Tversky and
Kahneman (1974), an event is judged more probable if we can quickly bring to
mind instances of it occurring. For instance, I will judge deaths from a particular
disease to be more common if I know of people who su¤er from, or have died
from, this disease. Dramatic events are more memorable, and so are more
easily brought to mind. Thus, aircraft and train crashes make headline news,
and will in‡uence a person’s judgement of risk with these modes of transport.
Car crashes are, in contrast, far more common but are rarely newsworthy, so
their probability tends to be underestimated.
More generally, when experts are asked about an uncertain quantity, their
judgements will be more in‡uenced by evidence that they can readily bring to
mind. This will tend to be recent evidence and evidence that they have personally been involved in deriving. Less salient evidence is likely to be overlooked.

2.3

Range-frequency

If we divide the possible values of an uncertain quantity into a number of categories, and ask experts to assign a probability to each category, then they
will tend to spread the total probability more or less evenly between the categories. Their stated probability judgements are then a compromise between
this even spread and their actual beliefs about how probable each category is.
This range-frequency compromise is related to a more general heuristic of the
same name (Parducci, 1963), and leads to a bias that assigns less probability to
the categories judged most likely, and more probability to the other categories.
Furthermore, probability judgements are in‡uenced by the choice of categories.
In a seminal experiment, Fischho¤ et al (1978) asked subjects to assign probabilities to various reasons that a car might fail to start. One group were given
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reasons grouped into 7 categories. The other group had just 4 categories, the
…rst 3 of which were the same as for the …rst group, but the remaining category
was "All other problems". The second group assigned higher probabilities on
average to the …rst 3 categories than the …rst group.
To illustrate this bias in the context of elicitation of an uncertain quantity,
I carried out another experiment with participants in my most recent training
course. They were asked to make judgements about the total number, C, of
medals that China will win in the next summer Olympic Games. They were
given a table of the number of medals won by China at all previous Summer
Olympics, and they were asked to assign probabilities to C being ‘more than
119’, ‘between 110 and 119’, ‘between 100 and 109’, and so on. There were two
versions of the exercises which again were randomly assigned to participants.
One version had as its …nal category C being ‘less than 60’, while the other split
this into two …nal categories, ‘between 50 and 59’, and ‘less than 50’. Thus, one
version had 8 categories, while the other had 9.
The range-frequency compromise suggests that the participants with the …rst
version of the exercise will assign a smaller probability to the single category
‘less than 60’than the total probability given by participants with the second
version to their …nal two categories combined. This is indeed what I found,
with an average probability of 0.077 given to the single category ‘less than 60’,
compared with an average total probability of 0.104 given to the split category.
This was a small sample, and certainly does not prove that the range-frequency
compromise is operating as expected in this example, but it is supportive of
that principle and I hope to be able to establish it …rmly in future courses.
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2.4

Overcon…dence

It is often said that experts are typically overcon…dent in their judgements. The
evidence for this is primarily from studies in which subjects were asked to give
an interval of values for an uncertain quantity with a speci…ed probability, and
where the frequency with which the true values fell within those intervals was
less than the speci…ed probability. For instance, in studies where subjects gave
95% probability intervals, fewer than 95%, and perhaps as few as 65% of those
intervals were found to contain the corresponding true values. The intervals
exhibited overcon…dence.
A number of possible explanations can be advanced for this …nding.
Although not a heuristic in its own right, overcon…dence may be related
to anchoring. Subjects are often asked for an interval after they have …rst
given an estimate, which can serve as an anchor. Then the interval being
too narrow may be due to insu¢ cient adjustment from the anchor.
For experiments, the true values of quantities must be known to the researchers but not to the subjects. Some studies have asked about ‘almanac’
quantities, i.e. ones whose values might readily be found in a reference
book or online, such as populations of cities, lengths of rivers, heights
of buildings. In selecting quantities, the researchers may unconsciously
choose ones which are ‘more interesting’, which could equate to them having unexpected values. If so, the low coverage frequency of the subjects’
intervals may be quite reasonable, and not evidence of overcon…dence.
When the subjects are presented as experts, they may feel under some
pressure to demonstrate their expertise by giving narrower intervals than
their knowledge would really justify. Equally, though, experts may give
wider intervals when they fear there may be consequences to ‘getting it
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wrong’, thereby expressing undercon…dence.
It has been suggested that expertise is associated with experts developing
their own short-cut heuristics to reach quick answers to questions commonly arising in their …eld. An instinctive reliance on such specialist
heuristics may manifest as overcon…dence, because in an elicitation exercise they are likely to be asked about less routine quantities.
To assess a 95% interval, a subject must judge the probability of being outside that interval as only 5%, but it is di¢ cult to judge small probabilities
in this way.
The signi…cance of the last point is that if an expert is asked to give a 95%
interval they simply think in terms of giving a range of values in which they
judge the quantity of interest is very likely to lie. They would give the same
range if asked for a 99% interval, because ‘very likely’ is an imprecise term.
To illustrate this, I conducted another experiment with my most recent course
participants. In this exercise, they were given the following information.
You are a taxi driver and you need to drive a customer from the
town of Great Missenden to Terminal 5 of London’s Heathrow Airport, to arrive no later than 17:45 on Friday evening. The journey
comprises 11 miles on A roads, followed by 11 miles on motorways,
including 5 miles on the M25. According to Google maps, the journey time in “usual tra¢ c” should be 33 minutes, but you need to
arrange to pick the customer up early enough so that there is very
little risk of not arriving by 17:45. Let the journey time on Friday
be T (minutes).
Participants were then asked to specify an upper 95% bound (a value they
were 95% con…dent that T would be below) and an upper ‘plausible’bound (that
10

they were ‘almost sure’T would be below). As in the other exercises, there were
two versions in which either the 95% or plausible bound was requested …rst, and
they did not see the second question until they had answered the …rst. Table 2
shows the average values of their bounds.

95% bound …rst

Plausible bound …rst

Upper 95% bound

93 mins

67 mins

Upper plausible bound

126 mins

84 mins

Table 2. Average bounds in the taxi journey exercise
Again, this is a single small sample, but it is striking that the participants
gave an average of about 90 minutes for their …rst upper bound, whether they
were asked …rst for a 95% bound or a plausible bound. If they had …rst given a
95% bound, to give a plausible bound they adjusted their …rst value upwards,
whereas to go from a plausible to a 95% bound they adjusted downwards (adjustments which, because of anchoring, we may expect to have been inadequate!).
I hope to be able to replicate this …nding in future courses.
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Multiple experts

Expert knowledge elicitation is generally conducted by a facilitator, somebody
who is knowledgeable about the process of elicitation, working with one or more
experts. It may equally be a more informal, solo activity, in the sense that a scientist wishes to quantify his or her own knowledge about an uncertain quantity,
for the purposes of some scienti…c endeavour. In that case, the scientist plays
the role of both facilitator and expert, and although this may seem an arti…cial
analogy it is useful; the scientist’s judgements should be made as carefully and
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objectively as reasonably possible, according to the principles identi…ed in this
article.
When formal expert knowledge elicitation is employed, it is usual to seek
judgements from more than one expert. Nevertheless, we generally require the
outcome to be a single probability distribution representing the combined knowledge of experts in the …eld. Resolving the experts’ judgements into a single
distribution is known as the problem of aggregation. There are two principal
approaches.
Mathematical aggregation. In this approach, also known as pooling, separate judgements are elicited from the experts and a probability distribution
is …tted to each expert’s judgements. These are then combined into the
aggregate distribution using a mathematical formula (a pooling rule).
Behavioural aggregation. In contrast, the behavioural approach asks the
group of experts to discuss their knowledge and opinions, and to make
group ‘consensus’judgements, to which an aggregate distribution is …tted.
Neither approach is without disadvantages. Mathematical aggregation requires a choice of pooling rule, and numerous such rules have been proposed. In
order to limit the choice, we might ask for the rule to have desirable properties,
but French (1985) o¤ers two reasonable consistency criteria and reports that no
…xed pooling rule can satisfy both.
The behavioural approach has the di¢ culty of persuading experts with differing opinions to reach ‘consensus’. It is also open to various additional hazards
that have been identi…ed by psychologists. For instance, there are clearly problems associated with the personalities of those whose opinions may be sought
as experts. More junior experts may defer to a senior person, and thereby
fail to contribute their own expertise fully. Similarly, a strong personality may
dominate the group discussion and consensus judgements, without necessarily
12

meriting a dominant position by virtue of their knowledge and expertise. Even
if one expert does not dominate the group, two or more like-minded experts
may do so together. Conversely, the judgements of a quieter and less extrovert
expert may be ignored or overlooked.
Another feature of expert groups, which might be called a group heuristic, is
a tendency for discussion to be restricted to ideas that will be broadly acceptable
to all the group members, a behaviour known as groupthink (Janis, 1972). In the
context of behavioural aggregation in elicitation, this term describes a tendency
for a consensus view to emerge that is overcon…dent, because of the very act of
seeking consensus.
Mathematical aggregation does not have to face these additional, potentially biasing, psychological e¤ects, a fact which is often presented as a reason
for using protocols employing mathematical aggregation. The problems of personalities and groupthink are formally avoided by the experts not meeting, with
all judgements being anonymised, but this is achieved at the cost of losing the
opportunity for the experts to share and debate their opinions, which is the
principal bene…t of behavioural aggregation.
A technical question that can be directed to the aggregate distributions
derived from all of these methods is, “Whose probability distribution is this?”
The point of the question is that the reason for seeking an aggregate distribution
is to represent uncertainty about the quantity of interest, and for this purpose
it should be interpretable as an expression of a person’s subjective beliefs. It
is clear that the result of mathematical aggregation is not the belief of any
individual. It might be claimed that the result of a behavioural aggregation
represents the beliefs of the group, but it is far from clear that the group has
any such beliefs when the distribution is more the outcome of compromise than
consensus.
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4

Elicitation protocols

In a substantial guidance document on eliciting expert knowledge, EFSA (the
European Food Safety Authority, 2014) recommends three protocols for elicitation with multiple experts.
The Cooke protocol (Cooke, 1991) employs mathematical aggregation.
Experts separately make judgements about the uncertain quantity or quantities of interest, but they also make judgements about a number of seed
variables whose true values are known to the facilitator. The seed variables are chosen so that as far as possible they are similar to the quantities
of interest (although they inevitably di¤er in the sense that the true values of the quantities of interest are not known). The view is taken that
experts’performance in making judgements about the seed variables will
be predictive of how good their judgements will be about the quantities
of interest. A special pooling rule (referred to as ‘the classical model’) is
used in which the experts are weighted according to their performance on
the seed variables.
The She¢ eld protocol in the EFSA guidance is a particular case of the
SHELF protocol (Oakley and O’Hagan, 2016; Gosling, 2018), and employs
behavioural aggregation. It is characterised by two rounds of judgements
from the experts. In the …rst round, they make individual judgements privately. These are then revealed and discussed, with a view to sharing and
understanding the reasons for di¤ering opinions, before the second round
in which the group agrees on ‘consensus’ judgements. The ‘consensus’
is according to the perspective of a rational impartial observer; see the
discussion in Section 5.5. The SHELF protocol requires an experienced
facilitator to manage the experts, and to address possible sources of bias
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in group interactions.
EFSA’s third protocol is the classic Delphi method (Rowe and Wright,
1999), but adapted to elicit judgements of uncertainty rather than simply estimates. It is known as EFSA Delphi or probabilistic Delphi, and
has features of both mathematical and behavioural aggregation. Experts
make two or more rounds of judgements, with feedback being given between rounds summarising the judgements of all the experts. Anonymity
is maintained but there is some interaction and sharing of knowledge between experts, although the interaction is strictly limited. At the end, it is
necessary to apply a pooling rule to aggregate across the experts’…nal distributions. The IDEA protocol (Hemming et al, 2017; Hanea et al, 2018)
is a version of Delphi with just two rounds, but with more emphasis on a
facilitated discussion between experts after the …rst round. Published examples do not ask for formal probabilistic judgements, but the protocol is
‡exible enough to accommodate di¤erent forms of judgements, including
probabilistic judgements as in the above three protocols, and can involve
seed variables and weighted pooling.
It is not possible to say which of these leading protocols is best, in the sense
of most accurately quantifying the experts’ knowledge and beliefs in the form
of a probability distribution. The principal reason is what has been seen as the
impracticality of conducting experiments in which genuine experts make judgements about uncertain quantities that are within their area of expertise. Even if
the true values of these quantities were to become known subsequently, which is
rarely the case, an experiment would need to draw on a large number of experts,
allocate them randomly to di¤erent protocols, and do this on enough di¤erent
quantities and occasions to constitute adequate replication. Nevertheless, this is
a neglected area of research that would bene…t from some innovative thinking.
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Such experimental evidence as exists is much more limited and can at best
be only indicative of good practice. For instance, much of the experimental
evidence in psychology addresses a small part of an elicitation (such as the
elicitation of single probability) and is based on non-experts (often psychology
students). Cooke and Goossens (2008) and Cooke et al (2014) analyse applications of the Cooke method and show that the ‘classical model’weighted pooling
performs better than equal-weighted pooling. These analyses perhaps come
closest to the goal of studying entire elicitation protocols, but they rely on comparing predictions of some of the seed variables (with the weighting based on
judgements of the other seed variables), not on predictions of the quantities of
interest.
Protocols represent the judgements of their developers, based on the evidence and their own experience, as to the best way to ensure that the elicited
distribution provides a careful, scienti…c synthesis of the experts’ knowledge.
And the choice of a protocol for any given elicitation task is another judgement,
in this case the judgement of the facilitator in collaboration with the client.
The above brief outlines of the leading protocols will be ampli…ed through
the case study in Section 5, where the di¤erences between them are identi…ed
for each stage of the elicitation process.
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Case study

In July 2014, I facilitated an elicitation workshop as part of a large project managed by the Centre for Workforce Intelligence on behalf of and by commission
from the UK Department of Health called “Horizon 2035”(H2035), the purpose
of which was to advise government on the likely demand for health services in
the year 2035 and improve system-wide workforce planning (CFWI, 2015). The
elicitation concerned the incidence of Long Term Conditions (LTCs) in 2035.
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LTCs cover a variety of health conditions that require long-term care, such as
diabetes, heart disease and respiratory disorders. The term also includes mental disorders, but the elicitation concerned only physical LTCs. This case study
focuses on the elicitation of the number of LTCs in 2035 among people aged 85
and above, which is the group with the highest rate of LTCs.
The elicitation was conducted according to the SHELF protocol, and involved a one day face-to-face meeting. In this section, I will describe all the
steps of that elicitation, highlighting how the protocol is designed to aid with
careful, scienti…c judgements, including the ways in which SHELF avoids or
minimises the various cognitive biases and challenges identi…ed in Sections 2
and 3. Comparisons will be made throughout with the other leading protocols.

5.1

Preliminaries

Whatever protocol one is using, good elicitation requires extensive preparation.
An important early step is the selection and recruitment of the experts. There
is much useful guidance on this in European Food Safety Authority (2014). For
the SHELF protocol, some considerations are:
Aim for around 4 to 8 experts. This is a large enough number generally
to cover the range of opinion within the relevant community; more will
usually extend the discussion unnecessarily without usefully adding further
knowledge and opinion. For Cooke and Delphi protocols, 4 to 8 also works
well, although it is possible to accommodate larger numbers.
Choose experts who will listen to and take account of the opinions of the
other experts. People whose opinions are too …rmly held will make it
di¢ cult to achieve the kind of consensus required. Even if such a person
is a very high-ranking expert, it may be better to invite them to submit
their judgements in writing, for consideration by the other experts in the
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elicitation workshop, than to invite them to take part in the workshop.
This advice is also relevant for the Delphi protocol, although is not a
concern for Cooke.
Don’t invite an expert who will naturally defer to another invited expert.
Pushing that person to express their own opinions is unlikely to be profitable and may cause them discomfort. In the Cooke and Delphi protocols,
where experts’ judgements are made anonymously or no interaction between experts is allowed, this advice does not apply.
For the H2035 case study, …ve experts were present — a statistician working
in chronic disease modelling, a Director of Public Health, an Allied Health
Professions O¢ cer at the National Health Service, a health policy analyst and
an epidemiologist.
Another important step before the elicitation workshop is the preparation
of an evidence dossier. This assembles all the most relevant evidence into a
single document in a format that is readily accessible during the workshop. It
is reviewed at the start of the SHELF workshop, and during the discussion
stage the experts are encouraged to explain their …rst round judgements by
reference to speci…c evidence in the dossier. The evidence dossier is a key tool
in combating the availability heuristic, by ensuring that all the evidence is fresh
in the experts’ minds at all times. Once experts have been recruited for the
elicitation, they are asked to read a …rst draft of the dossier (which is based on
initial research by the client) and to submit any additional evidence that they
may have or be aware of, in order for this to be included in the …nal draft for
the bene…t of all the experts. The SHELF package of documents (Oakley and
O’Hagan, 2016) includes advice on preparing the evidence dossier, together with
an example dossier.
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Reviewing the evidence is obviously also required in other protocols, although there is generally less emphasis on the formal preparation of a dossier.
Finally, experts need to be trained to make the necessary probabilistic judgements. In the H2035 case study, the experts were trained at the start of the workshop, and completed a practice elicitation to familiarise them with the process
and the judgements required, and to identify and resolve any initial misunderstandings. Rather than take time during the workshop itself for training, there is
now an online e-learning course available at http://www.tonyohagan.co.uk/shelf/ecourse.html,
sponsored by the U.S. O¢ ce of Naval Research. This will familiarise the experts
with making the necessary probabilistic judgements in advance, although it will
still be necessary to run through a training exercise so that they understand the
process of group discussion and judgements.
Training is important for other protocols, too. Indeed, the original impetus for the e-learning course was the failure of the …rst attempt by EFSA to
use the probabilistic Delphi protocol. Experts generally do not meet in Delphi
elicitation, and so face-to-face training is not feasible. In that EFSA elicitation, experts were sent detailed written instructions by email, but it was clear
from their subsequent judgements that they had either not read or not fully
understood the instructions. It is hoped that the e-learning course will lead to
experts being better able to make judgements in a Delphi exercise. The speci…c
judgements covered in the course are those required in the SHELF protocol,
but could also be used in probabilistic Delphi, and they are readily adapted to
judgements required in the Cooke protocol.

5.2

SHELF templates

An elicitation according to the SHELF protocol follows a number of templates
that organise the process of the elicitation though a prede…ned series of steps.
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Each template is a document, in which the conduct and outcome of each step
are to be recorded. The completed templates form a record of the elicitation.
A SHELF workshop begins with the completion of a SHELF1 template, which
records housekeeping details such as the time and place of the elicitation, the
names and areas of expertise of the participants (experts, facilitator and any
other persons present), any con‡icts of interest and the training given. Then for
each uncertain quantity of interest a SHELF 2 template is completed, which
records the elicitation of a probability distribution for that quantity. It is
through the prescribed sequence of steps in each template that the SHELF
protocol ensures careful and thoughtful consideration of all the required judgements, and avoids or minimises sources of bias.
Table 3 shows the …rst part of the SHELF2 record for the H2035 case study.
The …rst three …elds repeat information from the SHELF1 record, while the
‘Quantity’…eld states the uncertain quantity of interest to be elicited with this
template. Note that in the ‘De…nition’ step the quantity (now named as X)
is de…ned more precisely. It is essential that the de…nition is unambiguous,
since otherwise the experts may interpret it di¤erently from each other, and
di¤erently from how it was intended. All experts are required to agree on the
de…nition.
The ‘Anonymity’…eld is important. Although the participating experts are
named in the SHELF1 record, details of discussions and judgements recorded in
the SHELF2 record are anonymised, so that a reader will know what was said
but not who said it.
Note that the ‘Start time’was 14:15 because the morning was taken up with
preparation, including training, a practice elicitation and reviewing the evidence
dossier. (The dossier is reviewed again for each quantity of interest, identifying
data particularly relevant to that quantity.)
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Elicitation title

Horizon 2035: Physical long term conditions

Workshop

SHELF workshop 1

Date

7th July 2014

Quantity

% change in the demand for care for physical LTCs per 1,000
persons aged 85+ by 2035

Anonymity

In this record, the experts are identi…ed by letters A, B, E, F, G,
and the Facilitator by Z

Start time

14:35

De…nition

X = % change in the demand for care for physical LTCs per
1,000 persons aged 85+ by 2035 relative to current.

“Business as now” in terms of technology changes, changes
in training, changes in organisation. Ruling out radical technology changes and no major policy interventions or restructuring.
Essentially, we are assuming that current trends are continuing.
Table 3. H2035 SHELF2 record, preliminaries.

The SHELF templates serve the dual role of prescribing a protocol to minimise cognitive biases and documenting the elicitation exercise. The completed
SHELF1 and SHELF2 records provide a traceable account of how the …nal
probability distributions were reached. Documentation like this represents good
scienti…c practice, and allows any recipients of the elicited distributions to evaluate the extent to which they should adopt them for purposes of inference or
decision-making.
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Further excerpts from the H2035 SHELF2 record will be shown in subsequent
sections of this case study. The full record is available in Supplementary Material. The SHELF package can be downloaded from http://tonyohagan.co.uk/shelf,
and contains all the templates together with many documents, PowerPoint presentations and software to guide and assist the facilitator in organising and
conducting an elicitation according to the SHELF protocol.

5.3

Individual judgements

The next steps comprise the SHELF protocol’s individual judgements round.
Experts are …rst asked to write down privately their own plausible range for X,
in the form of a lower bound L and an upper bound U , such that they would …nd
it very surprising if the true value were found to lie outside the interval [L; U ].
It is not important whether the expert interprets this interval as being a 95%
interval, a 99% interval or an ‘almost sure’interval. Its function is to establish
that some values of X are judged by the expert to be simply not plausible. By
beginning with this judgement, the expert is encouraged to think at the outset
about the full range of possibility for X, which helps to counter overcon…dence.
The facilitator encourages them to challenge their bounds by imagining that
somebody reports to them that the true value of X has been determined and
it falls just outside [L; U ]. Their reaction to such a claim should be that it was
most likely wrong — either the method of determining the value was ‡awed or it
has been reported incorrectly. If not, if a value outside their range might indeed
be plausible, then they should either decrease L or increase U . The facilitator
then seeks to determine the lowest value of L given by any of the experts and
the highest value of U , pointing out that all judgements can now be con…ned to
[Lmin ; Umax ]. Experts are asked again to consider whether their own plausible
range is wide enough, and to revise if necessary.
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Individual elicitation

Method: Quartile
Judgements:
Z asked the experts to write down their median (M), to be obtained by consideration of a value for which there was a 50/50
chance of being more or less. If they were o¤ered a prize for guessing whether X was above or below their M value, they should not
have a preference for betting either way.
The lower and upper quartiles (Q1 and Q3 respectively) were to
be selected on the basis that the experts should judge it to be
equally likely for X to be below Q1 or between Q1 and M, and
that they should also judge it equally likely that X would be between M and Q3 or above Q3. In training they had been advised
that usually they would both be closer to M than to L or U and
that the distance from M depends on con…dence the expert has in
their value for M.
Experts were …nally asked to make a coherence check that
L<Q1<M<Q3<U and a “‡ip-of-the-coin” test on the true value

being inside or outside the range (Q1,Q3).
Table 4. H2035 SHELF2 record, individual elicitation.
Following the judgements of plausible range, the individual judgements round
is completed according to one of three SHELF methods. Table 4 shows the relevant …eld of the H2035 record, where the quartile method was chosen. The
following points are illustrated by Table 4.
1. Median. The expert is asked to specify their median value M , such that in
their judgement X is equally likely to lie above or below M . Notice that
the only numbers that have been suggested have come from the expert,
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rather than being given to the expert in a way that might create anchors.
In judging M , the expert has anchors at L and U , and their anchoring
e¤ects should tend to cancel out so as to have minimal impact on the
expert’s judgement of M .
2. Quartiles. The expert then speci…es their quartiles Q1 and Q3, such that
the expert judges it to be equally likely for X to be below Q1, or between
Q1 and M , and equally likely to be between M and Q3, or above Q3.
Again, any anchoring e¤ect on these judgements of the previously speci…ed
values L, U and M should be minimal.
3. Challenging the judgements. Table 4 records some of the ways that experts
are challenged to think about their judgements, and to revise them if
necessary. The challenges are an important part of helping the experts to
make their judgements carefully and thoughtfully.
4. Training. The judgements of median and quartiles are not explicitly judgements of probability but simply ask the expert to identify equally likely
ranges of possible values of X. Nevertheless, they are not easy for experts who have not encountered these ideas before. Training and careful
explanation are essential. For every judgement that experts are asked to
make within the SHELF protocol, the SHELF package includes a PowerPoint slide set to guide the expert in making, challenging and re…ning
their judgements.
The SHELF tertile method simply replaces the judgement of quartiles with
tertiles T 1 and T 2. They divide the range of possible values into three equally
likely parts — below T 1, between T 1 and T 2, and above T 2. This method
addresses overcon…dence and anchoring in the same way as the quartile method.
The third SHELF method is known as the roulette method. After the …rst
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step of specifying the plausible range, the expert is then presented with a tableau
comprising a series of N ‘bins’, where N is typically about 10, each representing
a range of possible values of X so that the bins partition the plausible range into
N parts. The expert places counters in the bins to show the relative probability
that X will fall in each bin. For instance, if the expert places 1 counter in the
…rst bin and 3 counters in the next, he or she is making the judgement that
X is three times as likely to lie in the second bin compared to the …rst. This
method has the advantage that the experts …nd it simple to use, particularly if
they are familiar with the concept of a probability density function. However,
some bias due to the range-frequency compromise may be expected, as shown
for instance in the example in Section 2.3. Moreover, there is a temptation for
experts to place their counters to achieve a nice shape, rather than encouraging
them to think carefully about probabilities. For these reasons, although some
practitioners of the SHELF protocol use the roulette method, the guidance in
the SHELF package recommends the tertile or quartile methods.
The other leading protocols ask the experts to make similar judgements. In
the Cooke protocol, they are usually asked for their median and 95% range.
The use of a 95% range to characterise the expert’s uncertainty seems unwise in
the light of evidence that experts do not judge such intervals well, and do not
distinguish well between 95%, 99% or ‘almost certain’; see Section 2.4. SHELF
asks for a plausible range, but for the purpose of countering over-con…dence
and anchoring, using instead the quartiles or tertiles to characterise uncertainty.
The EFSA guidance speci…es using the SHELF judgements of plausible range,
median and quartiles for the probabilistic Delphi protocol, although others have
been used.
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5.4

Facilitated group discussion

When judgements are elicited only from a single expert, or when an individual
is simply using the framework of formal elicitation to express their own knowledge, then there is no need for aggregation; all protocols will use that expert’s
judgements as the basis for a …nal …tted probability distribution. In the case
of more than one expert, however, once the experts are happy with their individual judgements, which hitherto have been written down privately, then in
the SHELF protocol all are revealed and the group discussion phase begins.
Other protocols do not use behavioural aggregation. The probabilistic Delphi
protocol allows for some limited exchange of information between experts, but
then they are aggregated by a pooling rule such as an equally weighted average. The Cooke protocol does not incorporate any interaction between experts,
and their individual judgements are aggregated by a weighted pool, the weights
being determined from the experts’judgements on the seed variables. For the
SHELF protocol, however, the group discussion is an essential part. Ideally, the
experts will all be present for face-to-face discussion in what is called a SHELF
workshop. If that is not feasible, video-conferencing provides a reasonable alternative, although it becomes harder to manage the discussion so that every
expert is able to participate fully.
The judgements of the …ve experts in the H2035 elicitation workshop are
shown in Table 5, while Figure 1 plots probability distributions …tted to those
judgements using the SHELF software, which was set to select for each expert
the best …tting distribution from a variety of standard families. Note that in
…tting the distributions the experts’plausible bounds are not used, except that
Lmin and/or Umax may be used if bounded distributions are to be …tted (and
this range is also used to display the …tted densities).
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Expert

L

Q1

M

Q3

U

A

0

2.5

3

4

10

B

0

4

6

8

20

E

1

2.25

3

4

6

F

1

1.8

2

3

5

G

10

4

0

4

10

Table 5. Individual judgements in the H2035 elicitation

Figure 1. Distributions …tted to the judgements in Table 3.
In the legend for Figure 1, Expert 1 is A in Table 3, Expert 2 is B, and so on. It
is clear that the experts have a wide range of initial opinions, forming a natural
basis to start the group discussion stage.
SHELF is based on behavioural aggregation because its developers believe it
makes better use of the combined knowledge and expertise of the experts, but
Section 3 has identi…ed a number of additional challenges associated with the
behavioural approach. For this reason, the SHELF workshop must be led by a
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facilitator who has expertise in the process of eliciting expert knowledge, and in
particular is familiar with SHELF. The expertise of the facilitator in managing
the SHELF protocol is as important as the experts’ expertise regarding the
quantities of interest. The facilitator works with the experts to obtain accurate
judgements of their knowledge and manages the group discussion.
The facilitator prompts the experts to explore their areas of disagreement.
Experts are asked to explain the reasons for their judgements, with reference
wherever possible to the evidence dossier. Long discussions often ensue, and
can become heated if not managed carefully by the facilitator. An experienced
facilitator will be familiar with the possible sources of bias in behavioural aggregation, and needs to be constantly alert. A checklist for managing the discussion
would include the following.
Allow discussion all the while it seems to be developing ideas. Don’t let
the experts keep repeating the same arguments.
Make sure all opinions are heard and properly considered. Keep bringing
quieter members into the discussion, and curtail the more voluble experts
if necessary.
Don’t allow arguments to be presented aggressively.
Listen carefully. Try to get a sense of the strengths of competing arguments. Two people giving the same argument doesn’t make it twice as
valid.
Highlight and summarise signi…cant points of contention or of agreement
before moving on to the next area for discussion. It can be useful to write
these on a whiteboard or ‡ipchart. These summaries will be noted in the
SHELF2 record, and so it is important for the experts to con…rm that
they are a fair representation of the discussion.
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The facilitator’s role may also be found in other elicitation protocols, but it
is particularly important in SHELF.

Group discussion

Z initiated group discussion by asking B and G to explain why
they thought X might be, respectively, so high or so low. B felt
that diabetes is on the increase and cancer mortality is down so
LTCs might be set for a substantial increase. It was also suggested
that there could be an increase in social care demands for this age
group because fewer families may be able to cope with the care
provision.
G said that there was far too much uncertainty to rule out very
low, i.e. highly negative, or very high values for X. At this point,
the other experts contributed their strong feelings that although
X could conceivably be negative, in current conditions a decrease
in LTCs in this age group was very unlikely. A also argued that
a large increase was equally unlikely, simply because the numbers
of LTCs in the 85+ age group was already high and it was hard
to see how it could increase much further.
There was a discussion around whether the di¤erences in the demands might be taken up by younger age groups.
A wide-ranging discussion continued, with A, E and F being challenged over their distributions being much narrower, representing
greater certainty about X, than those of B and G. However, no
further material arguments being presented, Z drew the discussion
to a close.

Table 6. H2035 SHELF2 record, group discussion.
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Table 6 shows the H2035 SHELF2 record of the group discussion. This part
of a SHELF elicitation can take a substantial amount of time, even running to
hours in some cases. As the …rst bullet point above says, it is important to allow
discussion, but only as long as it is yielding additional insight. In the H2035
case study, it was possible to bring the discussion to a close relatively quickly.

5.5

RIO and group judgements

The …nal stage of the SHELF protocol is for the experts to make group judgements leading to a ‘consensus’, aggregate distribution. It is important to understand, and to make clear to the experts, the nature of this ‘consensus’. Even
after discussing and debating, experts will not reach complete agreement (such
that they now have the same knowledge and beliefs about an uncertain quantity, represented by the same probability distribution). Their opinions may be
modi…ed by the discussion, but they will inevitably leave the workshop with differing beliefs about the quantity of interest. If, during the workshop, they are
coerced into an arti…cial consensus it is unclear what the resulting distribution
will mean, since it would not represent a true convergence of opinion.
In the SHELF method, the experts are asked to judge what a rational impartial observer, known informally as RIO, might reasonably believe, having
seen their individual judgements and listened to their discussion. Experts are
advised that RIO would not completely agree with any one expert, but would
see merit in the opinions of all the experts. Some arguments will have been
more persuasive in the discussion, so that RIO would give more weight to some
opinions than others, and it is the experts themselves who are best able to judge
this.
Perhaps surprisingly, by taking the perspective of RIO, in my experience
experts have never failed to reach agreement on a distribution that they believe
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represents a rational impartial view of their combined knowledge. Although
RIO is a …ctional person, it is an abstraction that allows the SHELF protocol
to answer the question, “Whose probability distribution is this?” It is, at least
notionally, RIO’s distribution. Furthermore, it is this distribution, representing
the beliefs of a rational impartial observer, taking into account the combined
knowledge, expertise and reasoning of the group, that in e¤ect is being sought
when we conduct an elicitation with multiple experts.
Table 7 shows the group judgements part of the SHELF2 record in the
H2035 case study. Whereas only three methods are permitted for the individual
judgements, SHELF has a fourth method that is appropriate for the group
discussion. The probabilities method requires the facilitator to choose three X
values and to ask the experts to agree on probabilities that RIO might assign to
X being above or below those values. This method is not used at the individual
judgements stage because the chosen values of X will serve as anchors to bias
the experts’ judgements. At the group stage, there have already been very
many X values mentioned in various contexts, and introducing new ones is
unlikely to cause bias. The quartile and tertile methods are still available for
group judgements, but it is recommended to use di¤erent methods in the two
judgement stages. The advantage of changing the method, and particularly of
switching to the probabilities method, is that the experts have to consider their
probabilities in a fresh way. Otherwise, for instance, if the experts are asked to
assign RIO’s median value they are likely to focus on their individual medians
and engage in negotiating a compromise value for RIO, instead of applying the
de…nition of the median.
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Group elicitation

Method: Probabilities
Judgements:
Z …rst asked the experts to consider RIO’s probability that X
would be less than 2%, then that X would be more than 4%, and
…nally that X would be negative. After discussion, the following
values were agreed.
Pr(X < 2%) = 0.6
Pr(X > 4%) = 0.2
Pr(X < 0%) = 0.1
For Pr(X<2%), experts agreed that the true value is more likely
to be below than above 2% and that 60% probability seems to
convey this.
Z pointed out that only one expert had originally given probability
more than 0.5 to this, but the experts felt that the discussion had
generally led them to give more weight to lower values of X than
they had initially thought.
Z also questioned their judgement of Pr(X<0%) = 0.1, pointing
out that G had initially given probability 0.5 to X being negative.
G con…rmed that he/she would give this a lower probability after
the discussion, and that 0.1 is a reasonable judgement for RIO.

Table 7. H2035 SHELF2 record, group elicitation.
The three X values are chosen based on the facilitator’s feelings of what the
experts’RIO judgements are likely to be. The lowest one is placed so that the
facilitator thinks the experts will judge there to be a probability of 0.2 to 0.3
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below this value, while the highest is placed where they might judge there to
be a probability of 0.2 to 0.3 above. The middle one is aiming for a probability
of about 0.4 or 0.6 below (but not 0.5, since experts may then …nd 0.5 an easy,
lazy judgement). The objective is for the experts to make a set of judgements
that they have to think about and which will span the most probable X values
to facilitate …tting a distribution.
Table 7 also shows how the facilitator acts ‘on behalf of RIO’in challenging
the group judgements. The facilitator needs to feel that the …nal judgements
are indeed reasonable for a rational impartial observer. The fact that SHELF
has two rounds of judgements is valuable here, because the facilitator can see
each expert’s initial judgements, as well as hearing all the group discussion. If
the group judgements suggest less overall uncertainty than the variability in the
individual beliefs, and if this does not seem to be justi…ed by the intervening
exchange of views, then groupthink may be at work.
It may be noted that the H2035 SHELF2 fails to record any challenge from
the facilitator to the experts’group judgement of P (X > 4%). This is unfortunate because the probability of 0.2 seems small, when Table 5 shows that only
expert F gave less than 0.25 to this event in their individual judgements. In this
case, the judgement was questioned and the experts had reasons to retain the
probability of 0.2. But without that detail in the record, a reader will rightly
wonder whether the …nal judgements are fully defensible. Even experienced
facilitators are not infallible and each elicitation o¤ers learning opportunities.
Expertise in this, as in any other area, is hard won!
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Figure 2. The …nal …tted distribution in the H2035 elicitation.

5.6

The …nal distribution

The group judgements are …nally used as a basis for …tting a probability distribution. In the individual elicitation round it is not important how well the
…tted distributions represent each expert’s initial opinions, because it is primarily their individual judgements that are used to start the group discussion. In
contrast, the …nal …tted distribution is the outcome of the elicitation process,
and so must be selected carefully and with full approval of the experts. The
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SHELF software allows a range of standard distributions to be …tted to the
group judgements, including the normal, gamma, beta and lognormal families.
In each case, the …t cannot be perfect because the software is trying to match
three probabilities with just two adjustable parameters. In discussion with the
experts, best-…tting distributions from several families may be considered. The
facilitator will give feedback about relevant features of a …tted distribution and
how it may fail to match what RIO might think. If necessary, the experts may
revise one or more of their group judgements.
In the H2035 elicitation, a Student-t distribution was …tted …rst but rejected
because it did not capture skewness. The …nal …tted distribution is shown in
Figure 2, and Table 8 compares the three group judgements with the probabilities implied by this distribution.

P (X < 2%)

P (X > 4%)

P (X < 0%)

Original judgements

0.6

0.2

0.1

Fitted distribution

0.57

0.17

0.12

Table 8. Original and …tted probabilities in the H2035 case study
Figure 2 is a lognormal distribution with origin shifted to

2, and the facil-

itator pointed out that it implied zero probability for X to be less than

2%.

Although this hard constraint might be strictly unrealistic, the experts thought
that the …tted distribution was a su¢ ciently accurate representation of their
group judgements, and that the possibility that X might be below

2% could

be ignored (from the perspective of RIO). The full H2035 SHELF2 record in the
Supplementary Material gives more detail on the process of reaching this …nal
…tted distribution.
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6

Multiple quantities

Before we can conduct an elicitation, no matter which protocol one might favour,
it is necessary to decide what quantity or quantities the experts will be asked to
provide judgements for. Although this may seem a simple decision — just ask
about the quantities that we need their judgements for — in practice there may
be di¤erent ways to achieve the study goals, and some may promote careful,
scienti…c judgements better than others.

6.1

Independence and elaboration

Having more than one uncertain quantity of interest is a common challenge.
Even with just two quantities, say X and Y , it is not enough to just elicit a
probability distribution for each quantity because the two marginal distributions
do not imply the joint distribution of (X; Y ). We need to consider how X and
Y may be correlated.
To understand what correlation or dependence means in this context, it is
important to remember that X and Y are invariably de…ned to have unique
values. They are not repeatable; we cannot imagine plotting a sample of (X; Y )
values as a scatter diagram; there will only ever be one point in that diagram,
but its location is uncertain. Terms like correlation or independence are de…ned
as properties of an expert’s subjective joint distribution for the location of that
(X; Y ) point. X and Y are independent if (and only if) the expert’s beliefs
about one quantity would not change if new information emerged about the
other. Independence is a subjective judgement. For instance, I am uncertain
about both the date of the next general election in the UK and the date of the
next total lunar eclipse that will be visible from my home. I could …nd the
date of the next lunar eclipse by a simple internet search, but this information
would not change my beliefs about the date of the next general election, nor
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would an announcement of that latter date by the government change my uncertainty about the next total lunar eclipse, so these two uncertain quantities
are independent for me (and probably for all readers of this article). If X and
Y are independent, then for a single expert it would be enough to elicit (marginal) distributions for them separately. With multiple experts, in the SHELF
protocol we can elicit X and Y separately if they would be judged independent
by RIO, so this is another question to ask the experts. For the protocols using mathematical aggregation, there is no individual, real or conceptual, whose
judgements are represented by the aggregated distribution, so the decision to
assume independence and elicit separately is imposed by the facilitator or client.
If X and Y are not independent, then the nature and magnitude of dependence between them needs to be elicited in order to construct a joint distribution.
This requires more complex judgements from the experts. For instance, if we
…rst elicit median and tertiles for X from an expert we could ask for the median
of Y both marginally and then conditionally upon X equalling its median, its
lower tertile and its upper tertile. Eliciting conditional probability judgements
like this requires the expert to make judgements about one quantity if the true
value of the other variable was found to be some speci…c number, or to lie in
some speci…c range. The cognitive challenge here is appreciably more di¢ cult
for experts than judgements about a single quantity. Furthermore, there is essentially no research identifying which judgements about two quantities experts
understand most clearly or make most reliably. We do not know what new biases may be induced by the forms of questions. With three or more uncertain
quantities, these challenges are multiplied enormously.
Two approaches to eliciting a joint distribution for two or more dependent
quantities are used in practice. The …rst is e¤ectively the same as for eliciting
a univariate distribution –elicit as few extra judgements as necessary and then
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…t a joint distribution from a standard multivariate family. SHELF o¤ers templates for two such families. One is for a set of uncertain proportions that must
sum to 1, and a Dirichlet distribution is assumed. In this case, beta distributions
are elicited for each proportion separately, no additional judgements are made
and a Dirichlet distribution …tted whose beta marginal distributions come as
close as possible to the elicited distributions. The other template …ts a Gaussian
copula, using the elicited marginal distributions and pairwise ‘concordance probabilities’, i.e. for each pair of quantities the expert gives their probability that
both will be above or both below their separately elicited medians. The concordance probabilities imply correlations in the Gaussian copula, but with three
or more quantities the set of such correlations may not correspond to a valid
correlation matrix, in which case the facilitator has the challenge of helping the
experts to reconcile this non-coherence. Kurowicka and Cooke (2006) describe
more complex ways to elicit joint distributions with copulas, but experts are required to make even more di¢ cult judgements, such as partial rank correlation
coe¢ cients.
The other principal way to elicit dependence is to avoid it by transforming
the quantities. The suggestion above that “there may be di¤erent ways to
achieve the study goals, and some may promote careful, scienti…c judgements
better than others”refers particularly to this approach. With two quantities, X
and Y , if we can identify a one-to-one transformation to U = f (X; Y ) and V =
g(X; Y ), such that the experts judge U and V to be independent, then separate,
independent distributions can be elicited for U and V and the joint distribution
of (X; Y ) deduced by the inverse transformation of variables. This is known as
elaboration. O’Hagan (2012) discusses elaboration at length, and gives several
examples of how elaboration can address di¤erent elicitation tasks, not only
achieving independence of multiple quantities of interest but also such that the
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transformed quantities are simpler for the experts to think about individually.
In the H2035 project, the primary quantity of interest was the number of
LTCs amongst people aged 85+, but the quantity X de…ned for elicitation in the
case study was not this number but the percentage change in the rate of LTCs
per thousand people. This was a result of elaborating the primary quantity of
interest as the product of the elicited X, the rate per thousand in 2012 and the
population aged 85+ in 2035. These were considered to be three independent
quantities. To derive the distribution for the primary quantity of interest, distributions were needed for the other two quantities. There was quite good data
available on the rate of LTCs per thousand in this age group in 2012, with well
characterised uncertainty, so that a distribution could be derived without requiring expert elicitation. Similarly, population projections for the UK in 2035 gave
an estimate for the 85+ age group, again with a well understood uncertainty.
This was an example of what O’Hagan (2012) calls ‘elaboration by information
sources’, to simplify the elicitation of a single quantity of interest by expressing
it as a function of several independent quantities for which distributions could
more easily be obtained.

6.2

Many quantities

If the number of quantities of interest is very large, methods that are good for
a small number of quantities may become infeasible. If the quantities are not
independent, methods based on …tting a standard family of distributions are in
my opinion unreliable with more than four or …ve quantities. Even with independent quantities (perhaps after an elaboration step), constraints on resources
and the willingness of experts to give their own time will limit the number of
quantities that can be the subject of full and careful elicitation, particularly
when using the SHELF or Cooke protocols.
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One solution to this problem is proposed in the EFSA Guidance (European
Food Safety Authority, 2014). The process begins with a quick and simple
elicitation for each quantity, conducted by the elicitation team using a process
of minimal assessment, in which each quantity is given a ‘best estimate’m and
an uncertainty measure s such that the quantity is judged ‘likely’to be in the
range m

s to m + s. These terms are vague but adequate for purpose because

they are used only to decide which quantities are most important to be elicited
carefully. The next step is a simple sensitivity analysis in which the decision or
risk model is run with every quantity set to its m, and then varying each one
separately out to m

s and m + s, to see how much the model output changes.

Quantities are prioritised for full elicitation according to their sensitivities. The
Guidance says that assuming N (m; s2 ) distributions, based on their minimal
assessment, is then adequate for quantities for which the output does not vary
materially.
An alternative is to apply full elicitation with the SHELF, or possibly Cooke,
protocol to a selection of quantities and then to send the same experts a probabilistic Delphi questionnaire. This approach is based on the idea that the
experts will …rst be fully trained to make the necessary probabilistic judgements, thereby mitigating the problem which arises with Delphi of experts not
understanding the task properly.
Finally, elaboration can be used to reduce the number of quantities to be
elicited if we are prepared to make some assumptions. An example in O’Hagan
(2012) is of eliciting judgements about a dose-response relationship. In principle
this means eliciting beliefs about every point on the dose-response curve, an
in…nite number of quantities. However, it would be natural to assume a standard
sigmoid shape, such as a probit function. Then it is necessary only to elicit
judgements about the two parameters of the curve.
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In the H2035 project, there was interest not just in the rate of LTCs in
people over the age of 85 but in that rate for all age groups. In the SHELF
workshop, three distributions were elicited — the change of rate for over 85s, for
those between 40 and 65, and for those aged under 18. These were su¢ ciently
separated that the experts felt it reasonable for RIO to judge them independent.
Change of rate for intermediate age groups could then be obtained by a quadratic
interpolation between these three points, an instance of using elaboration to
break correlation and to reduce the number of quantities. All three elicitations
in the SHELF workshop were made under conditions of ‘business as now’, but
the H2035 project was also interested in how rates would change under a number
of alternative scenarios. A few days after the SHELF workshop, the experts were
sent a questionnaire to elicit their judgements about various scenarios, as the
…rst step in a probabilistic Delphi elicitation.

7

Conclusions

Subjective expert judgements play a part in all areas of scienti…c activity, and
should be made with the care, rigour and honesty that science demands. One
area where expert judgement is particularly prominent is the elicitation of expert
knowledge in the form of probability distributions for uncertain quantities.
There are many aspects of elicitation where care is needed to avoid introducing biases to the experts’judgements. Research in psychology has identi…ed
a number of cognitive biases to which expert probabilistic judgements may be
subject, but formal elicitation protocols have been developed by practitioners
to minimise bias and to encourage experts to make their judgements accurately.
The three leading protocols are the Cooke, SHELF and probabilistic Delphi
protocols.
The protocols were contrasted in the context of a case study in which the
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SHELF method was used. The protocols di¤er primarily in the following respects.
In all protocols, the basic format for eliciting from a single expert is to
ask for quantiles, in order to avoid one source of anchoring bias. The
Cooke method typically asks for 5th, 50th and 95th percentiles, although
in my opinion there is good experimental evidence to suggest that it is
unwise to rely on judgements of 5th and 95th percentiles to characterise
uncertainty. SHELF usually asks for median and quartiles or median and
tertiles, and does so in a structured sequence of judgements designed to
minimise other sources of anchoring bias. The probabilistic Delphi protocol, as de…ned originally in the European Food Safety Authority (2014)
guidance, employs the same sequence of judgements as SHELF, although
the IDEA variant is less prescriptive and may use the same judgements as
in the Cooke protocol.
Although these protocols provide important disciplines for eliciting judgements from a single expert, or even for a single scientist eliciting his or her own
judgements, formal expert knowledge elicitation usually involves consulting multiple experts. It is here that the three protocols are most strongly di¤erentiated.
When multiple experts are consulted, SHELF uses behavioural aggregation, with the experts meeting together and agreeing on a …nal probability
distribution representing what a rational impartial observer (RIO) might
believe. The other two methods rely on mathematical aggregation, in
which a distribution is elicited from each expert and the distributions
combined by a formula. In the Cooke protocol, this involves weighting
the experts according to their performance on ‘seed variables’. The distributions resulting from a mathematical aggregation do not represent the
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belief of any person, real or conceptual, and so their status as subjective
probability distributions is unclear.
All the leading protocols demand substantial input of resources, particularly
the time of the experts, the facilitator and those organising the elicitation. Elicitation should not be seen as a cheap option. However, the result is information,
elicited from experts in a rigorous and scienti…c manner. To obtain experimental
data of the same information content and quality will almost invariably require
much more resources.
The purpose for which the information is sought may not require such high
standards, and in that case it would be possible to reduce and simplify the
process. Judgements may be sought from fewer experts, possibly just one, and
the elicitation may be done without the aid of a trained facilitator. For instance, if the purpose is Bayesian statistical inference, if the elicitation is of
prior distributions and if the data will provide strong information, then formal,
rigorous elicitation may be needed for only a small number of parameters, and
perhaps for none. Similarly, if the elicited distributions will be for inputs to a
decision model, the decision may be insensitive to the uncertainty in some of
those inputs, in which case it will not be necessary to elicit them so carefully
and ‘minimal assessment’may be adequate.
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